Corridor Dome Light — 1, 2, 3, or 5 Lamp
HWN6691UA, HWN6692UA, HWN6693UA, HWN6695UA

Description: The single- and multi-circuit dome lights, normally installed above the door outside a patient room, provide call announcement in the corridor to visually notify staff members that a patient in the room is waiting for service. When used as a zone light a smart station is required (HWN7628UC).

Operation: The glowing light identifies a calling room and notifies a nearby staff person that attention is needed.

Mounting: The station will fit in either of the following three-gang boxes (or equivalent).
1. Three-gang, 3-1/2" deep masonry box.
2. Three-gang, 2-1/2" deep standard electrical wall box with three-gang, 3/4" plaster cover. Since the box is utilized as a junction for cables, a deep wall box is required for connections and access.

Engineering Specifications: Corridor Dome Lights shall be located where indicated on the plans. The dome lights shall indicate calls from rooms according to classification and color as indicated in the plans. The corridor dome lights shall consist of a lens made from GE Lexan Type 2014 plastic mounted on a polypropylene type MF1004FR plastic housing (or equivalent).

Technical Information:
- Power Requirements: 12VDC
- Operating Environment: 50-120°F Indoor Non-condensing
- Physical Faceplate Dimensions: 4½"H x 4½"W (2 Gang)
- Mounting: Two-Gang back box with 3½” minimum depth
- Wiring: #22 AWG Minimum